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Why ORC Club

PHS



How to get a rating

Hull files : For the Velocity prediction (VPP) software to complete the 

calculations it needs an accurate hull file the ORC database contains 

thousands of hull files including most production boats. If a file is not 

in the database it can be created using 3D CAD files or a laser hull 

scan (expensive unfortunately).

Based on boat measurement but no weighting needed

Self measured system

Online application via AS Resources website

Boat Polar 

outputs from 

VPP

https://www.sailingresources.org.au/home/


WHAT’S IN IT FOR OWNERS ?

Price and simplicity: Self measured and no weighting. 

Costs are $45 for the initial certificate $90 per year there after

Accuracy: From the polar ORC calculate multiple ratings for each 

kind of course or wind strength.

Transparency: Every owner can access a copy of any 

certificate issued since 2009

International: Worldwide database and the rating is 

valid anywhere in the world

Note: Self-measured certificates are non-endorsed

Multihulls: The ORC Ratings Office will be providing 

velocity predictions for multihull craft allowing ratings 

compatible rating to be created for this fleet.



WHAT’S IN IT FOR CLUBS ?

Easy to handle: Free software available online to chose the best 

type of rating and do all the calculations

Accurate: Rating adapted to the type of racing and the weather conditions

Managed by AS - We can help club to develop the rating and design solutions for 

them.

Latest Ratings are always available 

online and Race management 

systems such as TopYacht and SailSys 

automatically upload the current ratings 

for every yacht daily.



How to get an ORC club Rating
An owner can go to the AS resources 

page ORCc Application page

Fill out the online form the information

needed is shown here and in the 

following slides.

Or 

this can be done with the assistance of a

local measurer who can submit it directly 

to Australian Sailing Ratings Office

https://www.sailingresources.org.au/ratingshome_2020/2020-orc-club-applications-and-forms/


Measurement Entry

All the measurements and be entered into the 

online form provided by the ORC

• Rig Measurements are

⚬ "P" - Mainsail Hoist

⚬ "E" - Mainsail foot

⚬ "BAS" - Boom above sheerline

⚬ "J" - Foretriangle base

⚬ "TPS" - Tacking point of the Spinnaker

⚬ "SPL" - Spinnaker Pole Length

⚬ "MDT1" - Max Mast width

⚬ "MDL1" - Max Fore and Aft Mast

⚬ "IG" - Forestay Height

⚬ "ISP" - Height of Spinnaker hoist



All the measurements and be entered into the 

online form provided by the ORC

• Mainsail Measurements are

⚬ "MHB" - Mainsail Top Width (optional)

⚬ "MUW" - Mainsail Mainsail Upper Width

⚬ "MTW" - Mainsail Mainsail 3/4 Width

⚬ "MHW" - Mainsail Mainsail 1/2 Width

⚬ "MQW" - Mainsail Mainsail 1/4 Width (optional)

• Headsail Measurements are

⚬ "HHB" - Headsail Top Width (optional)

⚬ "HUW" - Headsail Upper Width

⚬ "HTW" - Headsail 3/4 Width

⚬ "HHW" - Headsail 1/2 Width

⚬ "HQW" - Headsail 1/4 Width (optional)

⚬ "HLU" - Headsail Luff

⚬ "HLP" - Headsail Perpendicular

Measurement Entry



Measurement Entry

All the measurements and be entered into the 

online form provided by the ORC

• Spinnaker Measurements

⚬ "SHW" - Symmetrical/Asymmetrical 

Spinnaker Mid Width

⚬ "SFL" - Symmetrical/Asymmetrical 

Spinnaker Foot Length

⚬ "SLU" - Symmetrical/Asymmetrical 

Spinnaker Luff Length

⚬ "SLE" - Symmetrical/Asymmetrical 

Spinnaker Leach Length



All the measurements and be entered into the 

online form provided by the ORC

• Drive Measurements

⚬ Type of drive

⚬ Propeller diameter

Measurement Entry



Questions



Frequently Asked Questions

What about measurements: if I choose to measure my boat will I get a better rating? And 

what’s the difference between an ORC Club and an ORC International certificate?

A boat that is fully measured by a certified measurer qualifies to receive an ORC International (or ORCi)

certificate, which has the most accurate rating for the boat. ORC Club certificates can be issued without having 

measurements, but the data on whatever is not measured will rely on the expertise of the rating office to supply 

default figures corresponding to what will produce the fastest rating for that boat type. 

For example, 

If your mast is not weighed, a default figure is used that corresponds to the lightest possible spar that could be used in 

your boat. The principle is that there will be no advantage for not having your boat measured. 

For rating and scoring purposes, ORCi and ORC Club certificates are compatible and can be used in the same event 

except for ORC championships where ORCi certificates are generally required. Alternatively, you may have a measurer 

check a few important items that can help your ORC Club rating, such as freeboard measurements of the hull:

with the boat in measurement trim (ie, empty), a qualified measurer may measure your freeboards to be used to get 

an accurate calculation of the displacement of your boat, not just the lightest of the measured sister ships. For some 

boat types this can be 100’s of kg’s difference in weight, which in turn may be many sec/mi difference in ratings.



Frequently Asked Questions
This application requests a lot of information I’m not familiar with nor know how to access. 

How do I get the information needed to complete the application?

If your boat has been measured for any rating rule system and it has not changed at all since it was measured, input 

the information on that certificate. Leave blank anything you do not know and the Rating Manager at Australian Sailing 

will help complete this for you based on their database of measurements from similar boats. 

Get your sailmaker to provide you the measurements of your Main, Headsails and Spinnaker that you will plan to race 

with. And provide an estimate of the weight of your crew you plan to race with: more crew means you’ll be rated faster 

in heavy air upwind but also maybe slower downwind in light air, this is part of the calculation. 

The principle is this: 

The more information you provide that is credible and accurate, the more accurate your rating will be.

Alternatively, you may contact a measurer to assist you with this process.

Can the scoring be in Time on Time or Time on Distance?

ORC ratings can be either Time on Time (ToT) or Time on Distance (ToD) – the Sailing Instructions will specify which will be 

used for scoring at any given event. Generally ToT is preferred where there is current, a large diversity in boat types, and for 

distance races. 

Once the ratings are received for all boats, tables can be provided online to estimate corrected time allowances among 

competitors for each course type and wind speed. Its important to note, however, that these tables are guides only and that 

only the Race Committee can produce official results.


